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About Us

We at Virus solution provider, understand the vital importance
your data and its significance in your business. We help you retrieve
and recover your lost data due to any technical glitch or humanand recover your lost data due to any technical glitch or human
error. Our programs are specially designed to scan whole memory
hierarchy for lost data files and to retrieve the lost data back to
initial storage location. Our aim is to retrieve all of your data without
any data or information loss. We have a skilled team with years
experience in the field of data recovery. We are committed
provide effective solutions related to data loss to our customers, with
minimum response time and at optimal price.



DATA RECOVERY FOR ACCIDENTALLY DELETED FILES

Deleted useful data accidentally? Formatted your
system without backup? We have solution for every
problem of yours. Our specially designed software
helps you scan all the critical storage locations and
trace and recover the lost data or files. We help you
with hassle-free Data recovery of your lost files. It is
possible that the data lost is important for the user. In
such cases data recovery becomes the essence. We
help you retrieve such lost data in very short period.
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CD/DVD RECOVERY

Sometimes when you insert a CD/DVD in the
drive, it throws an error saying no file/data
found. There is possibility of data loss or
corrupt data due to some virus of compatibility
issues in the system. In such cases there is needissues in the system. In such cases there is need
of data repairing and data retrieval. Our special
software scan complete CD/DVD Recovery
across all its section and retrieves all of the lost
or corrupted data.
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DIGITAL MEDIA DATA RECOVERY METHOD

A lot of people store useful data in flash
drives, hard disks or other external devices for
backup, security and various other purposes.
There is possibility of data loss due to various
reasons like corrupt external device,reasons like corrupt external device,
unresponsive data due to device being non-
operational for a long time etc. We help our
customers in repairing the corrupt external
devices and recover the data lost in the
process.
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LOST PARTITION RECOVERY

It is very normal to encounter data loss
while formatting a system. The most
common problem faced during formatting a
system is loss of a logical drive/partition. It
might also occur due to physical memorymight also occur due to physical memory
dump. In such cases we restore the lost or
corrupt partitions retrieve the lost data. Our
program scans the whole system and
collects the lost data. The recovered data is
then fed into fresh logical partitions in an
organized manner.
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